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Studies of children’s use of intonation in reference are few in number but are diverse in terms of theoretical frameworks and intonational parameters. In the current review, I present a re-analysis of the referents in each study, using a three-dimension approach (i.e., referential givenness-newness, relational givenness-newness, contrast), discuss the use of intonation at two levels (phonetic, phonological), and compare findings from different studies within a single framework. The patterns stemming from these studies may be limited in generalisability but can serve as initial hypotheses for future work. Furthermore, to shed light on the role of input in the acquisition of intonational encoding of referents, I examine caregivers’ use of intonation in reference in infant direct speech. In addition, I discuss how future research can advance our knowledge of these issues.
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1. Introduction

How children master the art of referring is a long-standing topic of interest for linguists and psycholinguists. Filmmakers also make creative reference to this acquisitional process. In a scene of the well-known Dutch children’s film Tow-Truck Pluck (Dutch: Pluk van de Petteflet), a clerk from the town hall walks into a garden and bumps into Pluck, a boy of the age of six or seven, who is setting up his tent in the garden. Surprised as he is, the clerk asks, Wat zijn wij hier aan het doen? ‘What are we doing here?’ Pluck turns to him, with a face full of confusion and says, Wij? ‘We?’, with a questioning tone, instead of answering the clerk’s question. This humorous scene seems to be based on the assumption that Pluck did not know that
the pronoun ‘we’ can function like the pronoun ‘you’ and be used to refer to the addressee only. When making references, the speaker adjusts his choice of lexical expression, intonation, and, to a lesser degree, syntactic construction to contextual factors. This chapter is primarily concerned with children’s use of intonation in reference in different information structural contexts and the role of input in infant-directed speech (hereafter IDS).

I start with a brief description of the theoretical distinctions that I consider relevant to the discussion of reference in child language. Then I discuss the interface between intonation and reference in adult speech. Following this, I present a meta-analytic review of children’s use of intonation in reference. Then I discuss how caregivers use intonation in reference in IDS, and the role of IDS in the acquisition of appropriate intonation in reference. In the final section, I conclude the review with a summary of the highlights stemming from earlier work and suggest directions for future research.

2. Relevant theoretical distinctions

According to Chafe (1987) and Lambrecht (1994), changes in the information state (also referred to as information status, activation state) of referents are the driving force for changes in how a referent is lexically and intonationally encoded. On the assumption that different types of mental effort or ‘cost’ are involved in the processing of referents, Chafe (1987, p. 22) distinguishes three information states: active (or given), semi-active (or accessible), and inactive (or new). If a referent is already in the addressee’s focus of consciousness at the time of the utterance, it is given. If a referent is in the addressee’s long term memory but is not active in any way, it is new. If a referent is in the addressee’s peripheral consciousness and is not directly focused on, it is accessible. A referent can become accessible either by having been active at an earlier point in the discourse or by being inferable from an already active or accessible referent. Lambrecht (1994, p. 100) refers to these two kinds of accessibility as ‘textually accessible’ and ‘inferentially accessible’ respectively. In addition, he proposes a third kind of accessibility, ‘situationally accessible’, whereby a referent is accessible due to its presence in the text-external world (e.g., the referent of ‘waitress’ is accessible if mentioned in a restaurant). The three information states of referents can be seen as scales on a referential givenness-newness continuum, following Gundel and Fretheim (2004). “Referential givenness-newness involves a relation between a linguistic expression and a corresponding non-linguistic entity in the speaker/hearer’s mind, the discourse, or some real or possible world” (Gundel & Fretheim, 2004, p. 176).
Notably, while a referent’s information state changes as the discourse unfolds, typically over a number of sentences, it can assume different information structural roles within a sentence along a different dimension of givenness-newness, namely, relational givenness-newness. Relational givenness-newness “involves a partition of the semantic/conceptual representation of a sentence into two complementary parts, X and Y, where X is what the sentence is about … and Y is what is predicated about X … X is given in relation to Y … Y is new in relation to X” (Gundel & Fretheim, 2004, p. 176). X is typically referred to as topic or background, Y as focus or comment (Vallduví & Engdahl, 1996). Although the two dimensions of givenness-newness often converge in a sentence, they are logically independent. That is, a referent can be the topic of a sentence or (part of) the focus. A topical referent is generally active or accessible, but can also be inactive upon its mention, as ‘gardening’ in (1). A focal referent is generally inactive, but can also be active or accessible, as ‘she’ in (2) (Gundel & Fretheim’s (3)). In experimental studies of topic and focus, question-answer pairs are often used to determine what is topic and what is focus (Roberts, 2012). For example, a who-question (e.g., who baked the cake?) renders the subject-referent focal but the object-referent topical in an SVO response (e.g., Grandma baked the cake). A what-question has the opposite effect (e.g., What did grandma bake?). A what-happens question puts the whole sentence in focus.

(1) As for gardening, it is the pastime of many villagers here.

(2) A: Who called?
   B: Pat said she called.

Another concept that is relevant to the discussion of the acquisition of reference is contrast. This is, however, not a standard view. In the theoretical literature on information structure, contrast is exclusively discussed in connection with relational givenness-newness. Topic can be contrastive or not; the same goes for focus. In this chapter, I will take up the view that contrast is “not only a relevant feature for the parametrisation of topicality and focusing, but (also) … represents an autonomous concept of information structuring” (Molnár, 2002, p. 147). A new referent can be contrastive or not; the same holds for a given or accessible referent. One of the most decisive criteria for whether a referent is contrastive is the availability of a limited number of candidates (Chafe, 1976; Halliday, 1967; Rooth, 1992, as cited in Molnár, 2002). I adopt a strong version of this criterion in my review of studies of children’s use of intonation in reference. That is, I consider a referent contrastive only if a limited number of alternative candidates are explicitly mentioned in the immediately preceding context. For example, the referent ‘fruits’ is contrastive in (3) but not in (4).
In this supermarket, vegetables are expensive but fruits are cheap.

In this supermarket, fruits are cheap.

In studies of children’s use of intonation for information structural purposes, researchers are often imprecise about the exact information structural aspects under investigation. Consequently, it is not always obvious how comparable the results from different studies are. Furthermore, different uses of terms (intentionally or unintentionally) sometimes unnecessarily amplify differences or similarities between these studies. In my review of these studies, I will present a re-analysis of the information structural features of the referents using a three-dimension approach and compare the findings from different studies within a single framework. That is, each referent of interest will be re-defined along three dimensions – referential givenness-newness, relational givenness-newness, and contrast – following the criteria described above. Because of the small number of these studies, I can be explicit about what materials were elicited and how they were elicited in each study, and about the original definition of the information structural conditions examined.¹ In so doing, the readers are provided with the necessary detail to make their own judgements on my reanalysis of the materials and my interpretation of the findings, or to develop their own interpretation of the findings.

3. Adults’ use of intonation in reference

To form an idea of how successfully children can use intonation in reference, it is important to know how adults do it. Studies of intonation and reference in the speech of adults are mostly concerned with speakers’ use of intonation in nominal expressions, typically nouns and proper nouns, to encode referents with different information states. The general pattern that has emerged from these studies is that referents with a lower degree of activation tend to be encoded with more intonational prominence than referents with a higher degree of activation. Intonational prominence can be achieved at both the phonological and phonetic level. At the phonological level, this includes discrete changes in accent placement (i.e., whether a noun is accented or not) and in accent type (i.e., the shape of the pitch accent, such as a rise vs. a fall). At the phonetic level, or in the realisation of the phonological categories, this includes variation in pitch span (i.e., the difference between

¹ There has been some work on children’s use of intonation to process contrast in offline and online language comprehension (see Ito, 2014, for a review). Readers who are interested in the link between production and comprehension in children’s use of intonation for information structural purposes are referred to Chen (2010) and Chen (2014) for a detailed discussion.
the highest and lowest pitch, also referred to as pitch range by some authors), the difference in alignment of pitch peak (i.e., the locus of the highest pitch), and the difference in duration. The exact intonational means used to achieve different degrees of prominence can differ across languages (e.g., Flemming, 2008) and between different speech modalities, such as read speech vs. spontaneous speech. Because studies of children’s use of intonation in reference to be reviewed in next section are concerned with children acquiring a West Germanic language, I will only discuss adults’ use of intonation in reference in West Germanic languages in this section.

In read speech, accent placement is a key cue for distinguishing new referents from given referents. That is, new referents are almost always accented, whereas given referents are generally not accented (or deaccented) (e.g., Baumann, 2006; de Ruiter, 2010; Hawkins & Warren, 1994). Accessible referents can be accented or deaccented, depending on the nature of the referents. For example, Baumann and Grice (2006) found that, in German, an accessible referent was preferably unaccented if it (e.g., rose) had a part-whole relation with an already active referent (e.g., flower), but was preferably accented if it (e.g., flower) had a whole-part relation with an already active referent (e.g., rose). Importantly, accent type matters in distinguishing new referents and accented accessible referents. For example, Baumann (2006) analysed the intonation of sentence-final referents in short newspaper texts read by one male speaker of German. He found that H+L* (a falling pitch pattern with the highest pitch aligned with the unstressed syllable of the word) was used in more than half of the accessible referents, whereas H* (a simple rising pattern) was rarely used. Baumann and Hadelich (2003) found, in an off-line perception experiment, that H* and H+L* were both judged to be appropriate in marking new referents, with H* being more favoured. Further, in another off-line perception experiment, Baumann and Grice (2006) found that H+L* was considered more appropriate for accessible referents than H* and deaccentuation in German. In short, in German, accessible referents appear to be frequently accented with H+L* and rarely with H* when being accented; new referents are pronounced with both H* and H+L*, with a preference for H*.

In spontaneous speech, the role of accent placement is relatively moderate and the form-function mappings between accent types and information states

---

2. The label H+L* stands for ‘high plus low star’ or ‘H plus L star’. H or ‘high’ refers to a high pitch level, L or ‘low’ a low pitch level. These kinds of labels are common in descriptions of intonation within the framework of Autosegmental-Metrical Theory (Ladd, 1996). The two pitch levels are considered as two distinct tones, a high tone and a low tone. If a word is accented, the pitch pattern can be transcribed using these two tones. The ‘star’ sign indicates which tone is associated with the lexically stressed syllable of the accented word.
are different from those reported for read speech. For instance, Bard and Aylett (1999) analysed accent placement in dialogues produced by native speakers of Glasgow English in a route communication task and found that deaccentuation rarely occurred in within-dialogue and across-dialogue second mentions of referents. De Ruiter (2010) examined the intonation of new, given and accessible referents in spontaneously produced narratives elicited in a picture-story telling task, compared to read-out stories based on the same picture-stories in German. She found systematic differences in the distribution of deaccentuation and accent types between the read-out stories and the spontaneous narratives. Specifically, deaccentuation was used to encode given referents in only 33% of the cases in the spontaneous narratives, compared to 93% of the cases in the read-out stories. Accessible referents and new referents were frequently marked with the L*+H accent (a rising-pattern with a salient low plateau preceding the rise, also known as a rise with a late peak) in the spontaneous narratives, instead of the H* and H+L* accents in the read-out stories. Notably, when the phonological cues do not suffice to distinguish one information state from another, phonetic cues to prominence are used instead. For example, Watson, Arnold, and Tanenhaus (2006) analysed the referents in utterances produced by native speakers of American English in an interactive task that had the goal of putting objects in the right location on a computer display. They observed that, although speakers accented referents regardless of their information states, referents with a low degree of activation tended to be encoded with a higher pitch, a longer duration and a higher intensity than referents with a high degree of activation.

Additionally, contrast can license extra intonational prominence in read speech in some languages. For example, Braun (2006) found that although sentence-initial contrastive and non-contrastive topical referents were equally frequently realised with L*+H and L+H* (a rising pattern without a salient low plateau preceding the rise, also known as a rise with an early peak) in German read speech, the contrastive topical referents were realised with a higher pitch, a later peak or a larger pitch span than the non-contrastive topical referents. Baumann, Becker, Grice, and Mücke (2007) reported that in comparison to non-contrastive focal referents, contrastive focal referents were fairly systematically realised with a higher and later pitch peak, a wider pitch span, and a longer duration in the accented syllable in German read speech. The effect of contrast seems to be weaker in Dutch. For instance, Hanssen, Peters, and Gussenhoven (2008) found that contrastive focal referents were accented and produced with a somewhat higher pitch peak than non-contrastive focus referents only when the focus was confined to one word in Dutch read speech.
4. Children’s use of intonation in reference

In order to use intonation in referential expressions like adults, children need to have a fairly accurate understanding of the information states of referents in the first place. Developmental studies of pointing and eye gaze have shown that children know what is new in a context both from their own perspective and from the perspective of the interlocutor by 24 months (e.g., Liszkowski, Carpenter, Striano, & Tomasello, 2006; Moore & D’Entremont, 2001; Tomasello & Haberl, 2003; see Ng, Demir, & So, this volume). It is, however, less clear whether children develop sensitivity to the information states falling between newness and givenness, such as the accessible state, by this age. Furthermore, children need to get right the general mappings between different information states and degrees of intonational prominence. In addition, they need to realise intonational prominence appropriately at both the phonological and phonetic level.

Hornby and Hass’s (1970) study is the earliest published work on children’s use of intonation in distinguishing referents. In this study, English-speaking 3- and 4-year-olds (mean age: 4 years) were asked to describe pairs of pictures that differed by one feature (agent – sentence subject, action – sentence predicate, or patient – sentence object), as in (5). The difference between within-pair pictures thus made the new referent or action in the second picture contrastive to its syntactic counterpart in the first picture. The children were prompted with the question What’s happening in this picture? each time before they described a picture. The use of such a question rendered the whole sentence relationally new, and perhaps the contrastivity between different actions and between different referents less strong than otherwise. But a substantial degree of contrast was certainly present given that the children described a pair of pictures each time. The referents of interest in the descriptions of the second pictures were thus referentially new, relationally new, and contrastive. Their counterparts in the descriptions of the first pictures were then referentially new, relationally new, and non-contrastive. The referents differed thus only in whether they were contrastive, as shown in (5). In this example and the following examples, the original analysis of a referent is given in sub-script next to the relevant word; the re-analysis of the referent along the three dimensions (referentially givenness-newness, relationally givenness-newness, contrast) is provided in brackets, following the relevant sentence.

(5) Picture 1-Question 1: What’s happening in this picture?
Picture 1: A [girl]new rides a bike. (referentially new, relationally new, non-contrastive)

Picture 2-Question 2: What’s happening in this picture?
Picture 2: A [boy]new\+contrastive rides a bike. (referentially new, relationally new, contrastive)
On the basis of just one linguistics student’s perceptual judgments on the presence of ‘contrastive stress’ in each sentence produced by the children, Hornby and Hass observed that although the children hardly used ‘contrastive stress’ in their description of the first picture in each pair, they frequently used ‘contrastive stress’ to produce the contrastive referent or action in the second picture. Interestingly, the children used ‘contrastive stress’ even more frequently in subject-referents than in object-referents. The authors did not define what they meant by ‘contrastive stress’. But considering that each sentence must have a sentence-level accent and because the authors stated that ‘contrastive stress’ hardly occurred in the descriptions of the first pictures, I interpret their ‘contrastive stress’ to mean accentuation with a pitch span larger than that of the accent used in the descriptions of the first pictures. Hornby and Hass’s results may therefore suggest that English-speaking 3- and 4-year-olds can distinguish referents that differ only in contrastiveness by using a larger pitch span in the contrastive referents. Using similar data-elicitation and evaluation methods, MacWhinney and Bates (1978) found that the use of ‘contrastive stress’ to distinguish referents only differing in contrastiveness in English-speaking children was well established around the age of 3 years, but still increased between 3 and 6 years.

Children’s ability to encode contrastive referents with more intonational prominence than non-contrastive referents is confirmed by acoustic analysis in recent research. Wonnacott and Watson (2008) examined English-speaking children’s use of pitch span, duration, and intensity in referents (i.e., agents) who performed a hitting action on other referents (i.e., recipients) and differed in the dimensions of referential givenness-newness and contrast. Notably, the authors defined the differences between agents as a matter of different degrees of ‘accessibility’. Wonnacott and Watson’s use of the term ‘accessibility’ is thus clearly different from that of Chafe (1987) and Lambrecht (1994). In their study, English-speaking children aged between 3;5 and 4;9 were asked to describe pairs of short video scenes using SVO sentences in three conditions. The video scenes in each pair depicted the same hitting action but the agent or the recipient could be different in the second scene, creating a contrast between agents or recipients. In one condition (Wonnacott and Watson’s ‘given-nonshift’ condition), the agent performed the hitting action on two different recipients in the two scenes; the agent in the second scene was thus referentially given and non-contrastive, as in (6a). In the second condition (‘given-shift’), the agent in the second scene was the recipient in the first scene; the recipient in the second scene was an animal not present in the first scene, as in (6b).3 ‘Shift’ refers to a change in grammatical role of a referent from the first scene to the second scene (e.g., being an agent in the first scene but a recipient in the second scene).

---

3. ‘Shift’ refers to a change in grammatical role of a referent from the first scene to the second scene (e.g., being an agent in the first scene but a recipient in the second scene).
referentially given but contrastive. In the third condition, the two scenes had different agents and recipients; the agent was therefore referentially new and contrastive, as in (6c) ('new'). However, in practice, the agent in the second scene was not referentially new in its strict sense but referentially accessible, because all the five hand puppets appeared in the experiment several times and it would take only a few trials for the children to see all of them once. Finally, because the children were prompted with the question What happened? after the first scene and the question And then what happened? after the second scene every time, the referents and actions in their descriptions were all relationally new. The agents thus differed in the dimension of contrast between conditions (6a) and (6b), and in the dimension of referential givenness-newness between conditions (6b) and (6c).

(6)  

a. Question 1: What happened?  
   Sentence 1: The lion hit the giraffe.  
   Question 2: And then what happened?  
   Sentence 2: The *lion*<sup>given-nonshift</sup> hit the elephant. (referentially given, relationally new, non-contrastive)

b. Question 1: What happened?  
   Sentence 1: The giraffe hit the lion.  
   Question 2: And then what happened?  
   Sentence 2: The *lion*<sup>given-shift</sup> hit the elephant. (referentially given, relationally new, contrastive)

c. Question 1: What happened?  
   Sentence 1: The elephant hit the giraffe.  
   Question 2: And then what happened?  
   Sentence 2: The *lion*<sup>new</sup> hit the elephant. (referentially accessible, relationally new, contrastive)

It was found that the agent referents were nearly always accented in all three of the conditions. Phonetic analysis showed that the referents were similarly realised in conditions (6b) and (6c), but the referents in these two conditions were produced with a higher maximum pitch and a higher intensity than the referents in condition (6a). This pattern mirrored findings from English-speaking adults by Watson, Arnold, and Tanenhaus (2005, as cited in Wonnacott & Watson, 2008). But in contrast to the adults, the children did not show differences in durational measures between conditions. Wonnacott and Watson's results thus suggest that English-speaking 4-year-olds can vary pitch and intensity in a gradient fashion to distinguish referents that differ in both referential givenness-newness and contrastiveness or only in contrastiveness but not referents that differ only in referential givenness-newness.
Similar findings have been reported for German-speaking children. Müller, Höhle, Schmitz, and Weissenborn (2006) examined the use of pitch in German-speaking 4- to 5-year-olds, compared to adults. SVO and OVS sentences were elicited via a repetition task. In this task, the participants watched a number of three-picture comic strips together with a hand puppet. Each comic strip was accompanied by a narrative consisting of a three-sentence story, a wh-question, and an answer to the wh-question, as illustrated in (7) (example in Müller et al.’s Figure 1) and (8), made up on the basis of (7). Unlike the other sentences in the narrative, the answer sentence lacked sentence-level prosody (i.e., intonation and rhythmical properties). The participants were requested by the hand puppet to repeat the answer in each story. Müller et al. analysed the object-referents as focal and the subject-referents as unfocal in answers responding to what-questions; the opposite held for the referents in answers responding to who-questions. Analysis of automatically extracted mean pitch heights in the subject- and object-referents revealed that the focal referents were produced with a higher mean pitch than the non-focal referents by both the children and adults. This difference was more pronounced in sentence-final position than in sentence-initial position, regardless of word order.

(7) Tomorrow is the birthday of Peter and Eva’s mother. Therefore they want to surprise their mother. (Peter and Eva standing next to each other in picture 1) Eva wants to bake cookies. (Eva with cookies in picture 2) What does Peter bake? (Peter baking in picture 3) [Peter]_non-focal bakes [a cake]_focal. (‘cake’: referentially new/accessible, relationally new, contrastive)

(8) A cake and some cookies need to be baked for a party. Eva wants to bake cookies. Who bakes a cake? [Peter]_focal bakes [a cake]_non-focal. (‘cake’: referentially given, relationally given, weakly contrastive)

Considering that in each comic strip, the event described after the wh-question differed from the event described before the wh-question in both the subject- and object-referents, the answer to the wh-question would seem to have a double-contrast construction. The what-questions on either the subject-referents or the object-referents might have made the contrast stronger in the focal referents than in the non-focal referents. Further, as each referent appeared twice (albeit in different comic strips), the focal referents were referentially new at the first appearance but referentially accessible at the second appearance. The focal referents were therefore referentially new on half of the trials and referentially accessible on the other half of the trials. The non-focal referents were always referentially
given, because they were mentioned in the narratives. The focal referents can thus be re-analysed as relationally new, referentially new or accessible, and contrastive, and the non-focal referents as relationally given, referentially given, and perhaps weakly contrastive. The referents in the focus condition and their counterparts in the unfocused condition thus differed in all the three dimensions. Müller et al.’s results thus suggest that German-speaking 4- to 5-year-olds can vary mean pitch to distinguish non-given referents from given referents if the former are contrastive and the latter are at most weakly contrastive. As Müller et al. did not provide information on accent placement in the referents, it is not possible to tell whether the difference in mean pitch was of a phonetic nature or driven by a phonological difference (e.g., frequentaccentinginthereferentially and relationally non-given referents vs. frequent deaccenting in the referentially and relationally given referents).

The question arises as to how children use intonation in non-contrastive referents differing in the givenness-newness dimensions. Work based on corpora of spontaneous production of young children has yielded different results. Wieman (1976) observed in 2-year-old English-speaking children’s two-word utterances that accent placement in the two-word stage was in the first place governed by the semantic relation between the two words. For example, in Noun/Verb–Locative utterances (e.g., play museum), the accent was almost always assigned to the locative (e.g., museum). However, the default pattern broke down if the non-default accent-bearing word referred to a referent that was relationally new. For example, a child accented firetruck instead of street in firetruck street when answering his mother’s question What is in the street?. This observation would seem to suggest that 2-year-olds could use accent placement to distinguish non-contrastive and relationally new referents from non-contrastive and relationally given referents. However, Wieman’s observation was based on only seven sentences in her corpus, and its generalisability is therefore limited (Wells & Local, 1993). Behrens and Gut (2005) showed in their longitudinal study of a German-speaking boy that the boy frequently accented both words in his two-word utterances regardless of information structure, the syntactic organisation of the utterance, and the semantic relation between the words. Chen and Fikkert (2007a) found a similar pattern in the production of three Dutch-speaking 2-year-olds after the vocabulary size of 160 unique recorded words was reached. However, Chen (2009) noted that children of this young age have an immature pitch-control system and they might experience difficulty with keeping pitch low over the length of a whole word. Consequently, they might use a downstepped accent when they should deaccent a word. Reanalysing the intonation in Noun-Verb utterances (e.g., appel eten ‘apple eat’) reported by Chen and Fikkert (2007a), Chen (2011b) found that Dutch-speaking 2-year-olds appeared to use non-downstepped accents to
realise relationally new referents and actions but downstepped accents and devoicing to realise relationally given referents and actions. The same pattern was found in Dutch-speaking 3-year-olds’ Adjective-Noun utterances (e.g., lieve beer ‘sweet bear’) in which the noun was relationally and referentially given and non-contrastive and the adjective conveyed new information (Chen & Fikkert, 2007b). Together, these studies suggest that 2- and 3-year-olds may use broadly different types of accents (i.e., downstepped vs. non-downstepped) as an alternative to accent placement to separate relationally new referents from relationally given referents in two-word utterances.

Turning to older children, Chen (2009, 2011a) elicited SVO sentences with either the subject-referent or the object-referent being focal or relationally new from Dutch-speaking 4- to 8-year-olds and adult controls by means of a picture-matching game. In this game, the experimenter told the participant that she had two sets of pictures, and one picture from one set went together with a picture from the other set. The pictures were however mixed up; the participant’s help was needed to sort out the pictures. The experimenter showed the participant one picture each time, described the picture, and asked a wh-question about it, as shown in (9). The participant then received an answer from a virtual robot (displayed on a computer screen) via a headphone set. The robot’s sentences were constructed such that they contained no sentence-level intonation and rhythmic properties, similar to the target utterances in Müller et al. (2006). The participant was instructed to use the robot’s words to answer the experimenter’s question but should speak normally, instead of sounding like the robot. Each referent appeared twice in the experiment, once in the focused condition and once in the unfocused condition. Referentially, the subject- and object-referents were thus given in the unfocused condition (as in (9)) but new or accessible in the focused condition (as in (10)), similar to the referents in Muller et al.’s study (2006). The subject-referents were non-contrastive throughout the experiment.

(9) Experimenter: Look! A beet. It seems that someone is eating the beet. Who is eating the beet?
Participant: [The cleaning lady]_{focal} is eating [the beet]_{non-focal}. (‘cleaning lady’: relationally new/accessible, relationally new, non-contrastive; ‘beet’: relationally given, relationally given, non-contrastive)

(10) Experimenter: Look! A cleaning lady. It seems that she is picking up something. What is the cleaning lady picking up?
Participant: [The cleaning lady]_{non-focal} is picking up [a vase]_{focal}. (‘cleaning lady’: referentially given, relationally given, non-contrastive; ‘vase’: referentially new/accessible, relationally new, non-contrastive)
Chen (2011a) analysed the distribution of accentuation and choice of accent type in the subject- and object-referents. It was found that the children were adult-like in accent placement in both the subject- and object-referents, and in choice of accent type in the subject-referents at the age of 4 or 5 years, but they were not adult-like in choice of accent type in the object-referents until the age of 8 years. Like the adults, the children accented the subject-referents in nearly all cases, similar to what Wonnacott and Watson (2008) found, and they most frequently used H*L (a falling pattern with the highest pitch aligned with the stressed syllable of the word). Further, the children accented the object-referents more frequently when they were referentially new/accessible and relationally new than when they were referentially given and relationally given, similar to the adults. However, unlike the adults, the children did not exhibit a preference for H*L when accenting the referentially new/accessible and relationally new object-referents. Instead, they used H*L, L*H and downstepped H*L (a falling pattern with a lowered pitch peak compared to the high tone in the preceding accent) similarly frequently. Chen (2009) analysed the intonation in the subject-referents accented with H*L in both the children’s and adults’ data. In the adults’ data, the subject-referents were realised with a larger pitch span, triggered by a lower pitch minimum after the peak, an earlier peak alignment, and a longer word duration when they were referentially new/accessible, relationally new and non-contrastive than when they were referentially given, relationally given and non-contrastive. The 4- to 5-year-olds used neither pitch-related cues nor duration to distinguish these two types of referents. The 7- to 8-year-olds used only the pitch-related cues for this purpose.

Dutch-speaking 4- to 5-year-olds therefore appear to be different from their English- and German-speaking peers in that they cannot vary intonational prominence phonetically to distinguish referential and relational givenness from newness in subject-referents. Notably, the subject referents differed in the dimension of contrast in addition to givenness and newness in Wonnacott and Watson (2008) and Müller et al. (2006), but only in givenness and newness in Chen (2009, 2011a). The absence of contrastivity in the ‘new’ referents may explain the apparent difference between Dutch-speaking children and other children.

The studies reviewed so far are concerned with children’s use of intonation in distinguishing referents that differ in more than one dimension. De Ruiter (2010) examined German-speaking 5-year-olds’ and adults’ use of accent placement and accent type in distinguishing referents that only differed in the dimension of referential newness-givenness – i.e., referentially new, given and accessible referents that were relationally new and non-contrastive. As mentioned earlier, a picture-story-telling task was used to elicit different kinds of referents in natural narrations. Two sets of picture-stories were designed. In one set, the target referent changed from ‘new’ to ‘given’ after being introduced into the story by
appearing again in the immediately following picture. In the other set of stories, the target referents changed from ‘new’ to ‘accessible’ by reappearing in the fourth or fifth of the pictures after two other referents were introduced. The target referents were animate, non-agentive, phrase-final and played a secondary role in the stories. Each participant was supposed to tell the stories in a clear manner to an adult interlocutor, who sat opposite to him or her and could not see the pictures. The adult interlocutor was instructed to give back-channel feedback throughout the experiment but to ask a ‘what-happens’ question prior to the picture containing the target referent in the intended conditions, e.g., And what happens then? or Oh, and what comes now?. The use of such questions made all target referents relationally new. Analysis of the intonation in the target referents revealed that the children were remarkably similar to the adults in their use of accent placement and accent type to mark referential givenness-newness already at the age of 5 years. Like the adults, the children deaccented most frequently in the ‘given’ condition, followed by the ‘accessible’ condition, and least frequently in the ‘new’ condition. This result suggested that the children were sensitive to recency of mention and could use intonation accordingly. Further, both the adults and children used accentuation rather frequently in the ‘given’ condition. However, the alleged ‘newness’ accent (i.e., H*) as found in read speech was not more favoured in the ‘new’ condition than in the other two conditions. The accent L*+H was the only accent type that occurred significantly more frequently in the ‘new’ and ‘accessible’ conditions than in the ‘given’ condition in both the adults and children. The only difference between the adults and the children was in the use of L+H*. The children used this accent most frequently for new referents, whereas the adults used it most frequently for accessible referents. De Ruiter suggested that this could be related to the adults’ intention to remind the listener of a previously introduced referent by means of a perceptually more salient accent. Subsequent acoustic analysis showed that the excursion from the lowest pitch in the unstressed syllable preceding the stressed syllable to the highest pitch in the stressed syllable was much larger in L+H* than in H*, suggesting that L+H* might sound more prominent than H*.

The near adult-like use of accent type in German 5-year-olds in encoding referents in natural narrations (de Ruiter, 2010) stands in contrast to the non-adult-like use of accent type (in sentence-final referents) in Dutch 4- to 5-year-olds (Chen, 2011a). This difference suggests that children learn to track the changes in newness and givenness in one dimension and encode the changes phonologically in their own speech earlier than changes in multiple dimensions in dialogues.

Referential expressions have different sizes, varying from single-noun NPs to more complicated NPs, such as NPs containing an adjectival modifier. All the studies reviewed above were concerned with single-noun NPs. Wells, Peppé, and
Goulandris (2004) examined how English-speaking children used intonation to express contrast in adjective+noun phrases, in which the contrast was either in the adjective or the noun. Using a lotto game, they elicited SVO sentences containing adjective+noun NPs (e.g., I want a white bike) from children in four age groups (5 years, 8 years, 10 years and 13 years). In the game, the child first received a picture. Then the experimenter offered the child one picture a time by saying, for example, How about a green bicycle? (Example (11)). The picture offered by the experimenter differed from the child's picture either in object class (e.g., boat vs. bus) or in colour (e.g., green bike vs. white bike). The child's task was to ask the experimenter to give an identical copy of his picture. Each child seemed to have been offered only two pictures in total, covering both kinds of contrasts between the child's pictures and the experimenter's pictures. The experimenter did not use intonation to highlight either the colour or the vehicle in her questions.

(11) a. Experimenter: How about a green bike?
   Child: I want a [white] contrast bike.

b. Experimenter: How about a black boat?
   Child: I want a black [bus] contrast

Wells et al. (2004) found that the children accented the contrastive adjective with a falling accent in over 90% of the cases and the contrastive noun in 50%–63% of the cases in all age groups. The children were thus less consistent in accent placement when the contrast was in the noun regardless of age. According to the authors, the fall on the noun in this case was “not accompanied by a step up in pitch, or increased loudness or duration” and hence did not sound emphatic enough (p. 776). Further, the 5-year-olds placed the accent by mistake on the noun in the colour-contrast condition slightly more often than the other children (6.5% vs. 0.3%–2%). The studies of English-speaking children's expression of contrast involving single-noun NPs, showed that children know to accent the noun and realise the accent with a larger pitch span at the age of 4 or 5 years (Hornby & Hass, 1970; MacWhinney & Bates, 1978; Wonnacott & Watson, 2008). Wells et al.'s results thus suggest that syntactic complexity of the noun phrase can interfere with the use of intonation and lead to non-adult-like use of intonation. This raises the question of how generalisable the results based on SVO sentences in the above-reviewed studies are to more complex sentences.

To sum up, this review shows that children appear to vary intonation to differentiate relationally new referents from relationally given referents at the age of two, albeit in a child-specific way. At the age of 4 or 5 years, children can use intonation at the phonetic level to distinguish non-given referents from given referents only if the non-given referents are contrastive. That is, children's phonetic use of intonation seems to be driven by the presence of contrast at the age of 4.
or 5. This is remarkable given that contrast licenses extra intonational prominence only to a limited extent in adult speech. It is not until the age of 7 or 8 that children can distinguish new and non-contrastive referents from given and non-contrastive referents phonetically, though still not in a completely adult-like way. Possibly, contrast and newness together are perceived to be more salient than newness alone by younger children, and thus trigger the use of more prominence in production. Furthermore, at the phonological level, children can use accent placement to distinguish non-contrastive referents differing in the givenness-newness dimensions. Their choice of accent type is adult-like by the age of 5 years only if the referents differ in one dimension of newness-givenness and appear in monologues. Finally, children may undergo a U-shaped development if their ability in using intonation in reference in syntactically simple sentences does not get ‘transferred’ to syntactically more complex sentences.

5. **Intonation in reference in infant-directed speech**

As has become clear from the preceding section, children undergo a complicated developmental process in order to appropriately use intonation in reference in spontaneous speech. The question of how children learn to do what they do with intonation is, however, hardly addressed in previous studies. It has been suggested that 4- to 5-year-olds' use of increased intonational prominence in new information is a universal 'physiological reflex' (Bolinger, 1983; Cutler & Swinney, 1987). According to Bolinger (1983), speakers increase pitch and thus intonational prominence as a result of excitement when telling something new or important. The above-reviewed studies have shown that 4- to 5-year-olds use intonation in different ways in different contexts and different languages for the purpose of reference. This suggests that their use of intonation cannot possibly be simply a 'physiological reflex' which predicts similar uses of intonation in children across languages. However, this reflex may be a plausible starting point in the early verbal stage. Assuming that children initially raise their pitch in new or contrastive referents but lower their pitch in given referents, they need feedback from their surroundings to figure out whether they should continue doing so but fine-tune their production or whether they should change their strategy. In West Germanic languages, if input from caregivers provides positive feedback, then it has a facilitating role in children's acquiring the use of intonation in reference. If input from caregivers does not provide clear and consistent feedback, it can pose an acquisitional challenge to children. Thus, knowing how caregivers use intonation in reference can give us an insight into the nature of the task of learning to use intonation in reference. In this section, I will discuss how mothers use intonation
in reference in IDS, the most typical form of input. Research on the intonation of IDS has paid limited attention to how caregivers use intonation to express the two dimensions of newness-givenness. Three published studies will be reviewed here: Fernald and Mazzie (1991), Fisher and Tokura (1995), and Bortfeld and Morgan (2010), all on IDS in American English.

In Fernald and Mazzie (1991), mothers with 14-month-old infants were asked to tell a story about a baby getting dressed to their child in one session and to an adult in another session. In the story, a baby was introduced in the first picture, and then got a piece of clothing put on in each of the subsequent pictures. The new clothing item was printed in different bright colours, whereas the clothing items put on earlier were printed in grey in each picture. The mothers used the highest pitch for the target referent at its first mention in a sentence significantly more frequently in IDS than in speech to the adult (hereafter ADS). They also used the highest pitch for the target referent at its second mention relatively frequently in IDS. Examples of the speech produced by a mother describing the pictures to her infant are given in (12), in which the words in bold were spoken with the highest pitch in the respective utterances. Fernald and Mazzie’s results thus suggest that mothers frequently use an accent with a high pitch peak for a new referent and even for the second mention of the same referent in IDS. This indicates that mothers may not be consistent in accenting newness and deaccenting givenness in IDS, contrary to what Fernald and Mazzie concluded themselves (1991, p. 217) and how their results have been interpreted in the literature (e.g., Cristia, 2013).

(12) That’s a boy. He put on his pants. They’re blue pants huh. Then he put on his yellow socks. Uh-huh. And then he put on his orange and blue striped shirt. Yeah. That’s a shirt. So he’s got a shirt and shorts and socks on.

As Fernald and Mazzie (1991) did not set out to examine the intonation of first mentions and second mentions of referents and they had a small number of second mentions, Fisher and Tokura (1995) took up the issue of first and second mentions in their study with mothers of 14-month-old infants. In their experiment, the mothers watched a puppet show twice and were instructed to describe the events as they occurred to their 14-month-old infants in one session and to an adult experimenter in another session. Each puppet show featured an action that the recurring figure, a pig, did to another animal. The other animal was the target referent, and was mentioned typically in sentence-final position because of its role as the recipient of each action. The mothers spoke in general at a lower speaking rate, used shorter utterances and were higher-pitched in IDS than in ADS. But they realised the target referents with a longer duration, a larger pitch span, and higher amplitude in first mentions than in second mentions in both speech modes. Further, the target words coincided with pitch peaks more frequently in
first mentions than in second mentions in both speech modes. Fisher and Tokura’s results thus emphasise the similarities in how intonational cues are used to encode first and second mentions of referents in IDS and ADS. It is not clear whether the decrease in word duration, pitch span and amplitude in second mentions was due to frequent use of deaccentuation, or was a reflection of how accents were realised.

Since mothers tend to repeat words in IDS, Bortfeld and Morgan (2010) went one step further than Fisher and Tokura (1995) by asking the question of how mothers use intonation in reference beyond the first two mentions. Mothers with infants aged between 9 and 10 months were asked to watch a puppet show in which a turtle puppet performed different actions on different animals (target referents), similar to the puppet shows in Fisher and Tokura’s study. The scene in each show was repeated until the mothers stopped talking for at least 2 seconds to elicit multiple mentions of the target referents. The mothers were cued as to which nouns and verbs should be used. Bortfeld and Morgan found that the mothers mentioned the target referents about four times on average. First mentions of the target referent were produced with a longer duration, a higher pitch, and a wider pitch span than second mentions, similar to what was found in Fisher and Tokura’s study (1995). Third mentions were not produced with a decrease but an increase in duration and pitch, compared to second mentions. Fourth mentions were produced with a decrease in pitch and duration, compared to third mentions. Fifth mentions were produced with an increase in pitch and duration, relative to fourth mentions. The mothers thus alternated between producing the nouns with more or less intonational prominence, regardless of the position of the word within an utterance and utterance length. Bortfeld and Morgan (2010) speculated that this sing-song pattern may be used by mothers to keep infants interested.

Taken together, if we focus on the intonation in the first and second mentions of a referent, mothers seem to produce the referent with less prominence when it becomes more activated though not necessarily in a very consistent manner. When we go beyond the first two mentions, the more activation-less prominence pattern appears to break down. These results suggest that the input in IDS is complex. Consequently young children need to figure out that mothers’ use of intonation is driven by both changes in the activation state of the referent and other communicative intents.

6. Conclusions and future research

This chapter has reviewed production studies of the use of intonation in reference by children in spontaneous speech and by adults, in particular, mothers, in IDS in West Germanic languages. The studies concerning children show that three
factors jointly shape the developmental path to adult-like use of intonation. First, whether a referent is contrastive matters to how early children can use intonation phonetically in reference. Second, whether referents differ in one dimension and appear in the child’s own speech or differ in multiple dimensions and occur in dialogues may influence how able children are to use intonation phonologically. Finally, increased syntactic complexity of the linguistic expressions denoting referents may trigger inappropriate use of intonation. The studies concerning IDS show that mothers’ use of intonation in IDS appears to be different from adults’ use of intonation in both read speech and spontaneous speech. The input from mothers is thus not as straightforward as has been suggested in the literature (e.g., Cristia, 2013; Fernald & Mazzie, 1991). Young children face the task of figuring out that mothers vary pitch and other intonational parameters in referents for various communicative purposes. Chen’s (2011b) finding that Dutch 2-year-olds use broadly different accent types (downstepped vs. non-downstepped accents) to realise new and given referents suggests that (some) children have succeeded in deciphering the information in their mothers’ intonation by the age of 2 years.

Our current knowledge of children’s and caregivers’ use of intonation in reference is, however, extremely sketchy. A number of directions can be pursued in future research to advance our knowledge in this field. First, efforts are needed to conduct comparative studies of the same issues with children acquiring English, German and Dutch in order to establish cross-linguistic similarities and differences between children within the same language family. Second, it is necessary to extend this line of research to children acquiring languages other than West Germanic languages in the light of relevant typological differences between languages from different language families. Such research will shed important light on how the linguistic system of a language shapes the acquisition process. Third, given the differences between read speech and spontaneous speech, children’s use of intonation in reference in reading aloud remains to be investigated. Fourth, the acquisition of appropriate intonation in reference may be related to the acquisition of other linguistic devices for marking referential givenness-newness and contrast. A delay in one area may imply faster progress or a similar delay in another area. It is therefore important to put research on intonation and reference in the context of how children refer in general. Fifth, intonation should be analysed at both the phonetic and phonological level, because children do not necessarily acquire the use of intonation at the two levels at the same speed. Finally, regarding caregivers’ use of intonation in reference, given that mothers adjust the way they address their children according to children’s cognitive development (e.g., Kitamura & Burnham, 2003), it remains to be seen whether IDS addressed to 9- to 14-month-olds is similar to IDS addressed to 24-month-olds and to child-directed speech addressed to older children in this respect. Changes in mothers’
speech imply changes in the role of input at different ages. Future research is needed to find out how mothers and other caregivers use intonation in IDS and speech addressed to older children to encode referential givenness-newness, relational givenness-newness, and contrast across languages, compared to adults in ADS.
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